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Abstract. In real life environments where robots must deal with complex situations and humans, generalist robots that adapt to novel situations are needed. They are composed by two sub-systems: perception/actuation and knowledge representation, and they need that symbols in the high-level area are coupled to objects and actions of the low-level area. This is the so-called Anchoring Problem. In this paper we present the system we are using to study this problem. It is based on ROSPlan, a framework that provides a generic method for task planning in a ROS system. The high-level area is composed by a planner that uses PDDL files and a knowledge representation system, while the low-level area is defined as a set of robot services exported using ROS actions, services and topics. We plan to contribute to this problem by applying human-robot interaction and learning techniques, and our main objectives are: (1) link an existing symbol with a learned action by interaction, and (2) automated code generation of ad-hoc ROS nodes that connect symbols to specific perceptions/actions.
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1. Introduction

In real life environments where robots must deal with complex situations and interact with humans, robots that adapt to a novel situation are needed.

Classical robots, referred to as the algorithmic approach [1], appear to be acting intelligently whereas they are not. These robots have been programmed in such a way to enable them to have functional semantics, but this approach to solving problems is inadequate for the kinds of problems that need to be solved for general intelligence tasks, as this type of tasks involve some cognitive capabilities.

A Generalist robot is a type of robot that acts goal-oriented by making plans, actively explore its environment, and identify opportunities for actions. And it is able to solve general tasks problems due to its cognitive capabilities; in fact, generalist robots is a subset of cognitive robots [2] which are focused on practical problems limited to physical situations (e.g. search and pick an object).

Symbols need to be coupled to objects or events, to which the robot can attach meaning. And this means coupling those symbols to information received from its sub-symbolic subsystem. This sensor(actuator)-to-symbol problem is named as Anchoring...
Problem [3][4] and it should be always considered when working with generalist robots. Moreover, from our point of view, a robot system that fulfill previous requirements but it is not able to learn for establishing this sensor-data and symbols connection could not be considered as a generalist robot. An example of that is when the relation between symbols and percepts is pre-programmed.

2. Problem statement

The Anchoring Problem (AP) can be defined as the interpretation of sensor/actuator data in terms of symbols, and the interpretation of high-level abstract reasoning results (such as the operator in a plan) in terms of real-time control for a robotic system. For establishing this sensor-data and symbols connection, learning techniques combined with human interaction are necessary. The process to solve AP is named anchoring, or perceptual anchoring, and it is the process of creating and maintaining the correspondence between symbols and percepts (sensor-data) that refer to the same physical objects. This is a complex problem and most of the solutions available thus far are ad hoc based on small-scale empirical studies, largely carried out in simulated domains.

An anchoring framework is defined as a three layer system (see Figure 2):

- Symbolic subsystem: symbols, predicates and an inference mechanism.
- Predicate grounding relation
- Sub-symbolic subsystem: percepts and attributes.

The lower area is the sub-symbolic (or sensori-motor) subsystem which contains percepts and attributes. Percepts are collections of measurements originated from the same object while attributes are measurable properties from the percepts. On the top of the framework there is the symbol subsystem, it is composed by a set of symbols, predicate symbols and an inference mechanism. The symbols denote objects while the predicate symbols describe symbolic properties of the objects. Between the symbol and sub-symbolic subsystems, there is the predicate grounding relation; it embodies the correspondence between the predicates and the attributes. That is, it associates properties at sub-symbolic level to properties at symbolic level, through structures called anchors.

![Figure 1. Anchoring framework and functionalities](image-url)
For manipulating anchors four abstract functionalities are defined: acquire, augment, find and query. The first two functionalities, acquire and augment, are used to create an anchor requested by the sub-symbolic subsystem. This subsystem detects a new object and request to the system to anchor this percept to the corresponding symbol in the symbolic area. And the last two, find and query, are used by the system to anchor a symbol requested by the symbolic subsystem to a percept in the sub-symbolic subsystem, in case it was not previously anchored.

These functionalities could also be classified based on how anchors are created: top-down (query and find) and bottom-up (acquire and augment). Essentially, the terms top-down and bottom-up represent the two ways of traversing within the anchoring space, semantically and perceptually, respectively. In a top-down approach, the AP becomes that of aligning symbols to feature sets in the robot’s perceptual stream, whereas bottom-up approach employs some models of sensor data interpretation in order to identify relevant properties of the world.

For us, the AP includes as well all the symbols that a robot needs to manage for executing an activity in the real world. It makes sense to anchor the symbolic concepts of robot motor actions to actual physical movements of the robot. Other authors (e.g. [2]) have extended the problem to add actions, too, as we do.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bottom-up</th>
<th>Top-down</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objects</td>
<td>Unsupervised learning</td>
<td>Knowledge-base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Supervised learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions</td>
<td>Reinforcement learning</td>
<td>Imitation learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coaching</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The learning techniques used to create anchors (Table 1) depend on what we are trying to anchor (objects or actions) and how we are doing it (top-down or bottom-up); some learning techniques will be more suitable than others.

3. Description of the system

Our system to work in the AP is based on ROSPlan [5], which is responsible of the high-level representation. It was designed (see Figure 2) after a deep analysis of the problem and considering how to apply learning and HRI techniques that are needed for the anchoring process.

3.1. Symbolic area and ROSPlan

In the AP a symbolic area must exist. This area is defined by ROSPlan in our system. ROSPlan is a framework that links two standards, PDDL2.1 and ROS, by encapsulating planning, action dispatching and knowledge gathering. Main components of ROSPlan are the Planning System and the Knowledge Base which are ROS nodes.

The sensor data is continuously gathered, parsed from sensors and passed to the Knowledge Base through specific ROS services. Information stored in the Knowledge Base is used to construct planning problem instances. The actions executed by the Planning System are dispatched to lower-level controllers as ROS actions, and they respond reactively to immediate events and provide feedback.
3.2. Sub-symbolic area and sensori-motor module

The sub-symbolic area is mapped to the sensori-motor module in our system. This module is composed by the sensors, the actuators, and the low-level controller, which is defined as a set of ROS nodes related to perceptual and manipulation algorithms that acquire percepts from the environment or apply actions to the robot, respectively.

We need to characterize objects (e.g. cup, box) and trajectories that represent an action (e.g. simple movements and pick/place). To characterize objects we extract classical features such as color and geometrical properties, while to characterize trajectories we use Dynamical Movement Primitives (DMPs) encoding positions of the joints.

3.3. Anchoring and learning

The anchoring module connects ROSPlan and the sensori-motor module. In Figure 2 the four abstract functionalities for manipulating anchors (acquire, augment, find and query) are shown in our system. In this module, the link between symbols and sensori-motor information is done based on learning techniques and interaction with humans.

Anchoring of an object is similar to work done in other areas as cognitive vision and semantic image interpretation. However, instead of getting percepts only for cameras, non-vision sensors (e.g. touching sensors) may be used as well. Anchoring actions is done by applying learning techniques that involve actuators in addition to perceptions; these approaches could be classified in learning low-level motion trajectories, learning high-level tasks, and refining a learned task.

In our system we use conceptual spaces [6] inside the anchoring module. Conceptual spaces (CS) provide a geometric treatment of knowledge which bridges the gap between the symbolic and sub-symbolic approaches.

The system is defined to be always running and the user is only able to interact with it in two ways, either through ROSPlan by setting a goal, a fact or doing a query, or through the interaction module, which is the one responsible of managing the interactions between the user and the system, specially when the user is answering questions to the robot or teaching it some actions. The way to interact with the robot depends on the

![Figure 2. Our anchoring system with ROSPlan](image-url)
interfaces that it provides, too. In our system, we plan to use gestures to answer simple questions/requests and a console application to add knowledge (e.g. facts) or to request a task. On the other hand, the robot will show us information related to its questions through a screen mounted on it. Another way that the user will interact with the robot is by hand: he/she will teach actions using kinesthetic learning by demonstration and correct some learned ones.

Some situations in which anchoring must be done when the system is running are:

- the user requests a goal that is using one or more symbols that are new to the robot, then the robot requests help during plan execution;
- symbol encoding for high-level representations (e.g. sequences of predefined actions) using learning by demonstration [7] [8];
- assignment of new information in the sensori-motor space (e.g. joint angles and images) to a symbol when the robot requests it;
- refinement of a learned skill when the robot it is trying to solve a task and it is realized that this anchor was incorrectly done.

4. An initial experiment

The first experiment to be done is based on the ConSCIS architecture created by Chella et al. [9], where they demonstrated the ability of a robotic arm to learn and imitate a set of movement primitives acquired through a vision system. Our objective is to study how their ideas can be mapped to our system based on ROSPlan and PDDL files. Other authors have also used some of Chella’s ideas to test their proposed architecture [8].

Although our experiment is based on the previous one, we would like that our robot (Figure 3-a) was able to sort some videotapes placed on a table by putting the ones of the same color in a stack (only two different colors are used), see Figure 3-b. The robot system is composed by a Kuka LWR robot with a gripper and a smart camera mounted on it. As our system is based on ROSPlan, before starting the experiment we have to:

1) define the PDDL domain file including actions (e.g. search-object(o) and place-on(o, p));
2) create ROS nodes that map PDDL actions to robot services (e.g. smart camera and arm controller);
3) update the Knowledge Base with needed information.

The robot system will be simulated in MORSE [10] as it is not strictly needed to use a real robot for this experiment.

![Figure 3](image-url)
In Chella’s experiment, the learning of concepts is bottom-up, and it is done applying clustering techniques over three conceptual spaces: perceptual, situation and action. We plan to work on both approaches of anchoring, top-down and bottom-up. We are going to use conceptual spaces, too; and the learning/interaction processes to be applied are: 1) to anchor percepts to videotape by robot request (bottom-up); 2) to infer object type of videotapes through Knowledge Base (top-down); and 3) to learn pick-object action to be used with a videotape by robot tele-operation (top-down).

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have presented the system we are creating to work on the study of the Anchoring Problem in generalist robots. This system was designed considering learning and HRI techniques as they are necessary for the anchoring process, and it is based on ROSPlan, which is responsible of the high-level symbolic representation.

ROSPlan will be extended with new mechanisms that will be added as external ROS nodes and applications. These mechanisms could be grouped as: anchoring processes, learning techniques, and human interaction helpers. This high-level objective could be split in two more concrete ones: (1) to link an existing symbol with a learned action by interaction; and (2) automated code generation of ad-hoc ROS nodes that connect symbols to specific perceptions/actions.

Before beginning with our initial experiment, we have to complete the development of the system we are proposing. We have to prepare ROS nodes that represent actions defined in the PDDL domain file and add interfaces to interact with the robot. After that, we will work on the execution of our experiment, to anchor actions based on learning by demonstration and reinforcement learning.
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